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A history of the colonial tea plantation regime in Assam,
which brought more than one million migrants to the
region in northeast India, irrevocably changing the social
landscape.
Unique to Vedic Astrology, nakshatras are constellations
that add more depth to horoscope analysis. Learn about
the 27 nakshatras, starting from Ashwini all the way up to
Revathi, and uncover their secrets. You know the 12
zodiac signs, but did you know each sign can be further
subdivided into nakshatras which changes the flavor of
the sign ever so slightly? In this book, you will learn
about each of the 27 nakshatras, its sign, its planetary
ruler, its ruling deity, its qualities and its full array of
characteristics (both positive and negative). This will help
you delve much much deeper into the personality of the
native. You will then look at a real life example (the
horoscope of a former president), and look at how the
nakshatras in his chart defined him as a person and a
leader.
The word ‘Profession’ brings into the horizon a belief of
a person in his capabilities or inherent potention which a
native has but also symbolizes specialization on a
knowledge and academic preparations and finally it also
brings forth the needs of livelihood and vocation. In the
current environment, it is seen that a profession followed
by an individual may not be akin to his inherent potential
and with the number of fields increasing it is also very
common to have individuals who have specialized in one
field but are earning by engaging and adopting entirely
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different skill sets. It is common to have people in the
Administrative Services who are Medical Graduates and
Entrepreneurs with no specific knowledge skill but robust
common sense. In this context, profession, determination
and analyzing means a look at various aspects of the
Horoscope. It means an analysis of education,
knowledge, inherent nature, means of earning income
and more complexed is determining the course and the
graph of his professional achievement.
Failure of life or learnings of Life Depression of the "Lost"
or Excitement of the "Next" Frustration of "Too Much" or
Satisfaction of "Being Occupied". The world is full of
negative and positive energies. You as an individual
have to pick the right and best for yourself. Decode
Astrology - Your Gateway to Cosmic Learning is about
boosting your inner positivity. It lets you analyse your
astrological birth chart for Dasha, Planets and a lot of
other aspects so that you can plan your future life events
in the best possible way. It'll help you know what destiny
has in store for you so that you can optimise your
KARMA and DEEDS. It's the GATEWAY to follow what
you should Follow.
Medical astrology is a specialized branch of Vedic
astrology. It is an extraordinary predictive and counseling
tool. A horoscope indicates good, bad or indifferent traits
and physical, emotional or spiritual characteristics of the
native as per the Karmic flow. A chart is only the
representation of one’s Karmic implications in one’s life
through planetary influences. The medical astrology
helps in understanding well in advance where the human
chain is the weakest in the physical body and why. An
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astute astrologer will be able to diagnose disease and
the diseased body part merely by analysis of the
horoscope. He should be able to tell the susceptibility or
the resistance which a native has for a particular
disease. He may be able to tell the period of onset/
recovery from the disease and can also suggest the
remedial measures to reduce its severity without any
side effect. Once this is known, it will be easier for
medicos to quickly arrive at the cause and place of
diseased body part and the treatment to which the
patient will respond. The diseases are generally
indicated by the malefic influences of planets. Houses,
signs and Nakshtras wherein the planets are placed
indicate tendencies, susceptibility, resistance and
potential of various ailments in the body. When these
potential will manifest depends upon the dasha periods
and transit of planets. The numbers of diseases which a
native may have to encounter are numerous. However
this book touches upon 112 diseases with the help of
102 illustrative charts. The last (16th) chapter of this
book is devoted to common astrological remedies with a
new Karmic and practical point of view to propitiate evil
planets causing ailments.
A most reliable guide to practical astrology, Notable
Horoscopes does not contain startling predictions and
amazing forecasts. But it is the product of investigations
and studies by the author presented here in an orderly
and scientific form but in simple language easily
understandable by the average reader.
Prastut pustak 'Lal Kitab' ko ek vishishth granth ke roop mein
prastut kiya gaya hai. Ismein jyotish evam hasthrekha shastra
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ka mishran hai. Inn dono kalaaon ka nichodh ismein diya
gaya hai. Ismein-1. Griho ke bure prabhav. 2. nakshatron ke
bure prbhav. 3. maanglik dosh. 4. kaalsarp dosh tatha kundli
dosh, ko dur karne ke upaaye vistaar mein samjhaaye gaye
hain. Aise anek dosh jo manushya ki janam kundli mein
paaye jaate hain jiske kaaran manushya ki pragati mein
badhayein aati hain, durghatnayen hoti hain, aadi se bachne
ke upaaye sujhaye gaye hain. Yeh ek atyant pathneeye
pustak hai.
It has been a well-known fact that astrology was called the
eye of the Vedas, for it threw light on matters relating to
timing events. The conduct of Vedic rituals had to be timed at
a specific period, hence astrology was put to this use. In the
modern context, this divine science is used to interpret birth
charts to have an overview of an individual's personal and
professional future in terms of success and prosperity. The
book deals with this analysis at great length and enlightens a
lay reader about the subject.
This book is about understanding equations of relationships
with the help of Vedic Astrology. One cannot ignore the
importance of relationships in life and always desires to be
loved and respected by others. The book gives an approach
for making relationships better if one understands the
potential of planets in the birth chart. By understanding the
weak and strong points in the chart one can mould himself
accordingly and move in the right direction to get the desired
result and improve his relationships and living.. In each
chapter - the converse charts are taken to describe the
events however it advisable that no prediction should be
made by studying the charts on the surface only. All factors
should be taken into consideration while predicting an event
and the reading should be done by scientific approach only. A
special chapter in the beginning is given for the reader to
make him understand the terminology and its role in
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understanding the chart which will then enable him to
understand and improve his relations via Vedic Astrology
easily. Though the calculative part has been explicitly ignored
to make reading easy, the combinations, the in depth analysis
and use of simple tools, the use of converse charts and their
analysis will stimulate the mind for deep study and make it
interesting for all. Each chapter is supported with suitable
examples. All cases taken are genuine and supported by real
incidents. The book is a result of some authentic research
done by the author over the years. #v&spublishers
There are large number of books available in the public
domain which talks about various remedial methods that
could be followed. Also there are groups of people who talk
about the benefits of yoga, mantra, yantra and allied topics,
each of which has a scientific logic as is the case with the
manuscripts left behind by the Rishis. As we all are aware,
there are planets which by their interaction, govern our
destiny. My belief, developed during the study of this science,
is that destiny depends on four major things in equal
proportion. These are; our previous karma, the place where
we are staying, the people with whom we interact and our
own efforts. These are the four parameters and within each
comes the important of a large gamut of activities. There is a
complex equation that is a matter of study and research
which, like any other science, gets deciphered and known. I
therefore believe that chart at the time of birth, coupled with
the year’s horoscope and the time at which the query is
being asked, have to be co-related and a vector from them
gives the correct analysis of the query. Similarly, as each
planet is associated with a colour and the colours are in turn
related to vibrations – a complex phenomenon by itself; the
various mantras, colour therapy and other remedies have
relevance.
This book provides an insight into the importance of astrology
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viz., natal, electional and horary, as well as deals with other
dimensions of this science such as spirituality, spiritualism,
Ayurveda, transmigration of souls, thought-reading, dreams,
temple and its rituals and effects of particular sins. The work
presents new theories and methods of determining success
and defeat in contests and wars with the help of illustrative
charts. It urges readers to avoid fatalism commonly
associated with predictions and explains how one could solve
riddles in life and tide over the pessimistic attitude and related
psychological problems. The author has thrown fresh light on
some questions like the name of the author of Prasnamarga,
line of succession of his pupils, and the authorship of the
Dasadhyayi. The most significant contribution of this work is
the clear exposition of the rules of Astamangala and
Devaprasna, in addition to Candragupti (water-divination),
martial problems, Coragrahas, Necromancy, special
importance of Mandi and Dasa of its star, Kalacakradasa, etc.
The Nak?atra S?tra is a treasure found in the Taittir?ya
Br?hma?a, a branch of the ancient Yajur Veda. Because of
this, it holds unique importance and unparalleled authority
among nak?atra texts, for it allows us to understand the
nak?atras in much clearer accord with the Vedic sages who
originally envisioned them. I also supplement the book with
other sections from the Taittir?ya Br?hma?a that also talk
about the nak?atras, and with a section entitled, The True
Story of the Nak?atra Gods: a dramatic narration of the 27
nak?atra divinities, focused on what is most relevant to their
nak?atra's symbolism. This original work pulls together
diverse Pur??ic and Vedic source material to paint a vivid
picture of often unknown tales and details essential for fully
understanding the subtleties of the 27 Vedic stars.

Transit of planets talks about the technique of
making predictions on the basis of current position of
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planets on the horoscope of native. The main
objective of Astrology is to predict the future of the
native with the help of his horoscope. For making
accurate prediction it is necessary to make an
analysis of three factors. These three factors are
YOGAS formed with the combination and
permutation of planets, 2nd important factor is
periods (dasa) and 3rd factor is transit. When a
person comes with a query, first of all it should be
analyzed that the query is related with which house,
planets, the planet occupying this house and the
planets aspecting this house. The determination of
the auspicious or inauspicious results of that house
shall be done by analyzing three factors. These are
house, house Lord and significators. For example if
the question asked is regarding marriage in that
case we shall see that which planets are there in
seventh house, this house is aspected by which
planets. Marriage yoga for the possibility of marriage
is there or not and in addition to that the position of
significator of 7th house i.e. Jupiter/Venus should be
analyzed. For females the significator of 7th house is
Jupiter and for males the natural significator of 7th
house is Venus. By analyzing the placement,
combination, and benefic or malefic impact of these
planets we conclude weather auspicious yoga for the
possibility of marriage is there or not. After Yoga
next important factor to be considered is major or
sub period, the duration of main period is a long and
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sub period’s duration also can be 6 months or more
than 2 years therefore, in order to predict the timing
of an event during these 2 years the help of transit
can be taken. Therefore, for predicting an event the
importance of transit should be considered. Although
it is a matter of long discussion to determine whether
transit predictions should be made on the basis of
ascendant sign or moon sign. For supporting the
predictions from both, scholars have given logical
and justifiable opinions. But, the conclusions that we
have derived on the basis of our experience
advocate that auspiciousness or inauspiciousness of
the transit results of planets should be done on the
basis of moon sign and what type of results i.e,
which house results it shall yield would be decided
on the basis of ascendant sign. For instance if moon
is positioned in 7th house and the sign of Leo is
there, therefore transit of Saturn into this sign shall
cause negative impact of Saturn’s SADHESATI
because transit of Saturn into Leo shows
inauspicious results therefore there can be delay or
problems in marriage and married life. Similarly what
can be the results of transit of planets by considering
the other important factors has been taken into
account in this book. Because of lack of availability
of books in the field of transit predictions this book
has been written for catering the need of students of
all India Federation of Astrologer’s Societies Delhi.
This book shall be of immense help for solving the
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problems of students while studying the techniques
of making predictions.
A classical work based on n??? technique of
prediction.
This book represents the first attempt of its kind to
present a detailed, systematic analysis of the
Upamana dharmas (Tertia Comparationis) of the
various objects of comparison found in the
Mahabharata. It also critically examines the position
of the Great Epic as a fascinating specimen of Oral
poetic composition abounding, as it does, in the
repetitions of the poetic formulae of the various
categories. A study of some of the major figures of
speech also provides an authoritative material useful
for further research of the evolution of Tertia
comparationis in the successive stages of Indian
literary tradition.
images of Indian social dynamics. Analyzing the
remarkable success of the
Contents
accorded due importance to both knowledge and
action as means to
A native suffers or enjoys (with the former having a
dominant part) in life as per his prarbdha/destiny.
Astrology does indicate what one has to endure and
what one can overcome. Whereas great strides have
been taken and wonderful results obtained regarding
influence of planets, both benefic & malefic, on human
beings, the same can not be said about finding out the
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remedies for their malefic results. Each remedy is
basically a prayer to the Almighty to bail the native out of
a difficult situation. It is our Kartvya Karma as part of
Prarbdha/Kiryaman Karma to observe remedial actions
to keep our body and mind healthy. In a horoscope,
destiny/luck is indicated by 9th house and 3rd house
represents Purshartha, the free will or Kiryaman Karma,
done with a strong will & belief to smoothen the path of
destiny. The life or the path of human development is a
story of constant struggle between the destiny and
Purshartha/remedies, with dices heavily decked against
the later. The success of the remedies rests upon the
strong will, belief & faith one has in the remedy and
one’s total unconditional surrender before the relevant
deity. There are various modes of remedies, one can
chose from depending on his faith/belief, like colour
therapy & Gems, Mantra, Yantra, Tantra & Rudraksh,
bath, fast & charity, propitiation of curses and age old
folk treatments of Lal Kitab.All these have been covered
in this book as an aide-memoire to a native in his fight
against misfortune.
The play Shakuntala was one of the first examples of
Indian literature to be read in translation in Europe.
Shakuntala's story is a leitmotiv that recurs in many
works of Indian literature and culminates in the master
Kali-dasa's drama for the stage. The virtuous heroine is
forgotten by her betrothed, the king Dushyanta, only to
be refound thanks to a distinguishing signet ring
discovered by a fisherman in the belly of one of his
catch. The final act distills the essence of human
forgiveness, in Shakuntala's gracious release of her
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husband from his guilt.
Transits are one of the main means used in horoscope
reading. They are used to forecast future trend and
developments. Astrological transit is about interpreting
the ongoing movement of the planets as they transit the
horoscope. These transits are studied in the Natal Charts
to tell about the timing or fructification of the events. In
this book the initial chapters deal with the basic
understanding of the meaning of Transit, the rules to be
applied and about the planets. We have also dealt with
the rules to be applied in predicting the result of
transiting planets. Basic Transit Rules of planets in
Houses, Signs, Nakshatra and Divisional Charts is
explained at length. The book then dwells in factors that
modify the results of a Transit. It then goes into
explaining the impact of the transiting inner planets. I
have also gone in details explaining the impact of
Jupiter, Saturn, Nodes and Mars in Transit with various
permutation and combination.
This is such a book through the mantras of which one
can become a successful "e;Mantra Shastri"e;. The book
is capable of providing peace and content to each and
every individual's life.
There have been innumerable requests for writing a
book on Palmistry. The author has written a book that
gives the basics of this science. Palmistry has been
there from the early ages and we find literature where
Sanskrit language has been used in explaining issues of
this science in the early Vedic ages. In this book the
author has tried to explain the uniqueness of each hand
and as to how it helps in deciphering characteristics. In
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the science of hand reading importance is given to the
shape, size, lines and the marks on hand. These have
been dealt in details through various chapters in the
book. Palmistry is in no way related to the science of
Occultism but can be divided into two parts viz the art of
reading character from the shape of hands/ fingers and
the science of reading the actions and habits. Also it
gives an insight of the future if one is able to correlate
the shape of the hand with the lines marked thereon. The
author has in the various chapters tried to explain
various factors like the size, shape, texture, lines and
marks that help in deciphering character and the actions
that a person is prone towards. This is a basic book on
Palmistry which will be useful reading to all. One could
develop on these basics for a greater understanding of
the subject.
Mantreswar was the greatest astrologer of the 12th
century from the South of India. He compiled in Sanskrit
the principles of Predictive Astrology propagated by
Maharshi Parashar, Jaimini and various other great
astrologers in his famous work Phaldeepika. This is one
of the best books on Predictive Astrology. It includes the
essence of Parashar, Jaimini and many more masters.
Four hundred and fifty Yogas of Bhavartha Ratnakar of
Shri Ramanuja have been added to befit the title
Phaldeepika; Bhavartha Bodhini. The 28 chapters in the
book cover various topics: the characteristics, house
divisions, strength of planets, career, various yogas, raja
yogas, marriage, children, longevity, periodic influence of
planets, the effect of transits and ashtakvargas. The 11th
chapter exclusively deals with the nativity of women; the
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22nd chapter gives the interpretations and calculation of
the Kalachakra dashas. This English edition also
includes many horoscopes, tables and a glossary of
Sanskrit and Hindi words. The language is easy to
understand and even beginners after studying this book
for a few months will be able to arrive at the right
interpretations and timing of events.
The person depending on the position of different planets
at birth horoscope is created. According to these
different yoga positions of the planets are formed. These
formulations have certain consequences, ie fruits, on
which the person's life events - accidents, profit - losses
can be easily read. The collection of such formulations is
important. From ancient times to prove their authenticity
standing formulations author search - search in this book
is Sankilat. Power Yoga as many formulations of the
pleasure and high officials of the information is
contained. Similarly, 137 pecuniary formulations meet
the sudden wealth, buried - finding hidden money etc.
fame and formulations relating to education, is also
described. Overall, the hierarchical classification of 891
formulations and important questions of life.
#v&spublishers
This book deals with the fundamentals of Horoscope
matching. Today "Horoscope matching" has become the
indispensable part of Hindu marriage. But it has not been
mentioned in any old Jataka scripture of Astrology.
However, it has been described in the Muhurta scriptures
of the same. In Ramayan, marriage of Rama, Bharata,
Lakshmana and Shatrughna has been described
elaborately. But, in this great epic also Horoscope
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matching has not been mentioned. Likewise, in
Mahabharata, too, it has not been cited. Therefore, it can
be said that Horoscope matching in Astrology was not in
practice a few centuries ago. But, the community
accepted and made it an indispensable part keeping its
usefulness in view. Different systems of Horoscope
matching are in practice in different parts of India. In
North India, Ashtakuta matching is in practice whereas in
South Dasakuta matching is in fashion. But Ashtakuta
matching is in vogue in most part of India. This is why
the All India Federation of Astrologers’ Societies has
accepted and prescribed this system of Ashtakuta
matching for the courses of its students. The book has
been written keeping in view the courses introduced by
the All India Federation of Astrologers’ Societies, Delhi.
The students are advised to study “Kundali Milana-Sukhi
Dampatya Jeevana Ka Adhar” because prediction of a
happy married life cannot be made by Ashtakuta
matching only. This shows only the amity, love and
mutual understanding between the two. But to determine
the age, health and ups and downs in life of the couple
some other aspects such as Period-sub-period, Dosha
Samya etc. are also essential to be analyzed. An
analysis of long conjugal life is essential for its stability.
So, apart from Ashtakuta matching, we should keep in
view other aspects also. To know all this, “Kundali Milan
– Sukhi Dampatya Jeevana Ka Adhara” is prescribed.
Three Hundred Important Combinations is intended to
provide knowledge of the Yogas which indicate specific
horoscopic trends. All planetary combinations are divided
into two groups viz., Yogas and Aristhas or fortunes and
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misfortunes. It deals with various standing combinations
of yogas. The systematised account of all the important
yogas is brought out so that it may illustrate practical
horoscopes. The book certainly claims credit for being
the first to bring together all scattered information and
present it systematically.
Many of the earliest books, particularly those dating back
to the 1900s and before, are now extremely scarce and
increasingly expensive. Hesperides Press are
republishing these classic works in affordable, high
quality, modern editions, using the original text and
artwork.
First a little background about the book. The moment this
book came out in the market, it became instant
bestseller. In fact, there is nothing to be surprised about
it, as the very name of Narayan Dutt Shrimali suggests
mastery over the subject, and any book on palmistry or
astrology written by him deserves such reception by
readers. According to palmistry our destiny is imprinted
on our palms. The thinnest line on the palm has its own
significance - even a single thread-line is important.
Given the vast scope of the subject, this authoritative
book on palmistry contains all aspects of this ancient art
with clear illustrations and completes information in
simple language. The author has given the gist of Indian
as well as western views on palmistry and has
maintained the fundamental differences and causes
thereof. This practical self-learning compendium
illustrates more than 240 palmistry combinations (Yog)
which have been thoroughly explained. Not only the
common readers but also experts of astrology and
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palmistry will also be greatly benefited by this book.
It gives me immense pleasure to bring forth the second
revised edition of my highly cherished work of Bhrigu
Samhita, an ancient and unique treatise in predictive
astrology. I was equally elated and feel ecstatic for
having received encouraging as well as critical
responses from the esteemed and avid readers. It
deference to their valuable suggestions and also some
ambiguity pointed by them, I have revised some part of
the chapter on “Basic Astrology” and also brought about
improvement and amplifications in certain parts of the
analyses of various charts wherein the evolved principles
which are specifically important in delineating
horoscopes on the format of Bhrigu Samhita are further
explained. This was done with a view to make the
explanations more cogent in comprehend. This will also
address the concern sown by the valued readers in
some places of earlier narrations.
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